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s I commit to reading through the Bible this year,
I’ve noticed an “ebb and flow” from the Lord – how
He at times “scatters” and at other times “gathers.”
Sometimes He scatters as a result of open defiance
and flaunting of sin. Sometimes He scatters because it’s an
effective form of spreading the Gospel message to a wider
audience. The same is true of gathering – sometimes He does
it to redeem those who have been lost to sin, and sometimes
He does it so that we as believers can gather before the Him in
worship and celebration of the amazing things He has done.
We are gathered to praise, worship and be filled with God’s
Spirit and receive His power. We are scattered to witness to the
world. This is exactly what takes place at Christ In Youth events
with tens of thousands of young people every year.
I had the opportunity to witness this first-hand at one of our
Believe events earlier this spring. Nearly 1,400 junior high
students and their adult leaders gathered together in one
auditorium to worship, pray, laugh, receive spiritual teaching,
build community and sense God’s direction in their lives.
I was so caught up and overwhelmed by the activities and
movement of God in this 24-hour period! I am personally
making sure that three of my granddaughters attend Believe
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this spring, whatever it takes (flights, hotel, etc.). I want them to
experience a gathering that will prepare their young hearts and
minds to scatter with zeal for the Lord!
Please do whatever it takes to get your children, grandchildren
and young people from your church to a CIY event and/or
mission trip this year. Help them become a generation that
gathers before the Lord and scatters as His witnesses.
One of the things I’m most excited about as CIY moves forward
is the way in which we are gathering young people through
various digital mediums. The “SELAH” app, for instance, is
a daily devotional opportunity that young people can use
anywhere in the world. And the “Convos” app is an interactive
small group experience that engages students with adult
leaders in a way that promotes community and sparks deeper
Kingdom-minded conversations. After experiencing these
CIY-produced digital resources, students are inspired to scatter
with faith deepened and clear visions of Kingdom work in
mind.
Another amazing gathering was at CIY’s 50th Anniversary
Banquet last August. Nearly 500 people gathered together to
celebrate all that God has done through the ministry of CIY
over the past 50 years. What a celebration! What joy, wonder,
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More than 14,000 junior high students have attended the Believe tour across 12 different U.S. locations over the past six
months. This year’s theme, “I Am,” has resonated with this age group in ways that help them know that their identity comes
from who God says they are.

energy and worship for what God has done! I couldn’t help but
be awed when I contemplated on how these 500 represented the
one million-plus who have experienced such a moment at a CIY
event over those 50 years. So many of those million have been
scattered in places all over the world, sharing the Good News of
Jesus to a world desperate for hope.

amazing efforts of so many Kingdom workers. Together we can
gather on a daily basis on this site to be filled with encouraging
stories of what young people are experiencing and how they are
creating a movement of Kingdom workers! Time and again we
will rejoice as students are gathered, then scattered for the work
of the Lord.

We love to celebrate the stories of God’s Kingdom and of
those Kingdom workers around the world who are serving as
witnesses to God’s great work. We want you to celebrate with us,
which is why we created the Kingdom Worker Hub. Every day
there are new Kingdom worker stories posted to the Hub.

And if you are so moved, would you offer a sacrifice of prayer for
CIY? So many incredible opportunities are before this ministry.
Would you also consider providing a sacrifice of provision? It
would be such a blessing as CIY remains faithful to expanding
the role of gathering and creating clear vision and practical
concepts of how a movement of young people can witness to this
generation the wonder of our God!

Please take a moment and visit kw-hub.com and read about the
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TELLING GOD’S STORY
Preteens amaze their adult leaders and provide impacting moments during main sessions
by being transparent and rising to the occasion to share stories of what God has done in their lives
STORY
PHOTOS
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t’s not uncommon to see preteens on their phones, but this
year’s SuperStart tour is empowering students to use those
mobile devices as tools for God’s glory by sharing their
stories of what He has done in their lives.

With help from their adult leaders, preteens are creating short
testimonial videos that can be shared via their church social
media outlets with the hashtag #ciysuperstart. One of the first
youth leaders to speak about her experience with this year’s
theme, “Conquering Gargantor: Overcoming the Obstacles of
Sharing Your Story,” was Rochelle Gerdts with Forum Christian
Church in Columbia, Missouri.
“Everyone in our group had a story,” Gerdts said. “And they
all shared their story during small group time. They’re still
talking about it, and I’ve found that to be true every year with
SuperStart.”
Jacob McCullough, 10, from Gerdts’ youth group, didn’t hesitate
to share his story about how he learned this past summer to
value his family’s needs over his desires.
“Jacob is an only child and for him to get a dog was like getting
a playmate,” Gerdts said. “I know it was a very hard situation
for the family when the dad was having allergic reactions to the
dog; and the Sunday after they had to get rid of the dog was a
struggle. Jacob is an amazing example to the other kids in the
youth group and to me. He steps up to praise God and isn’t afraid
to show his faith. He puts God first in so many ways in his life.”
Izzy Pixcar, 12, another student from Gerdts’ group, shared her
story on facing asthma and the fears surrounding her battle
to breathe, and how God is setting her up for a life of Kingdom
work.
“Izzy is a welcome guest in our community,” Gerdts said. “She
seems grounded in her faith, and it’s encouraging to know there
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are parents out there investing in their childrens’ hearts for
Jesus, and that the kids can apply what they’re learning. It’s so
important for kids at this age to start practicing talking about
Jesus because it’s going to keep building as they get older. It’s
going to build onto their confidence and it’s going to build onto
their awareness of how much God is moving in their lives, and to
not take it for granted.”
One student even had the courage to come on stage at a
SuperStart event in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and share her story in
front of thousands of her peers. After SuperStart host Patrick
Snow led the preteen audience in filling out the “Tell It” cards
– a resource designed specifically for a preteen audience that
provides a simple step-by-step format for sharing what God has
done in their lives – he invited fourth grader Meredith Rogers to
the stage to share her story. What Meredith said when she was
up there blew everyone in the audience away.
“My name is Meredith and I’m 10 years old,” she said. “My mom
and dad are divorced, and one night my dad told my sister and
I that we could ask him anything we wanted. I asked him if he
believed in God, and he said that he honestly didn’t. It made
me sad, angry and disappointed. I’ve been praying about it and
we’ve been able to have more talks about it, and even though he
still isn’t saved I know God is with us. I know God is helping me
and my family. And that is what God has done for me.”
After thunderous applause from the crowd, Rogers rejoined her
youth group from First Mennonite Brethren Church in Wichita,
Kansas. She said she wasn’t scared to share her story on the
stage – or ever will be now that she has the help of the “Tell It”
cards.
“I love SuperStart,” she said. “The worship is nothing like I’ve
ever done, and the ‘Tell It’ cards are awesome. You don’t have
to come up with all the words on your own. You just follow the
directions, answer the questions and it’s your story.”
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TOP: Sixth grade boys at the SuperStart
event in Tulsa, Oklahoma. RIGHT: Fourth
Grader Meredith Rogers shares her story on
the SuperStart stage in front of thousands
of her peers. ABOVE: Emery Kornoski and the
SuperStart band lead worship in front of the
“Gargantor” ninja course.
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I AM WHO GOD SAYS I AM
This year’s Believe program helps junior high students explore their identity by examining five key
statements about who God has created them to be and the purpose He gives them in His Kingdom
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ierra Weaver has every reason to feel unloved and
abandoned. Drug addiction tore her family apart when
she was little and she and her older brother have lived
in 10 different foster homes – one of which Weaver
described as abusive.
But the eighth grader from Stoneburg, Texas, expressed nothing
but gratefulness for God’s grace while attending CIY’s Believe
event during this year’s 12-city tour.
“For a long time I thought it was Jesus’ fault,” she said. “If I could
tell other kids going through something like that, it would be to
never give up on Jesus because He’s always there in those times.
My church taught me things and saw me through everything –
(the abuser) was sentenced to a long time in jail, and he won’t
hurt anyone else now. That’s the good that came out of it.”
Not only did God stop the abuse, He brought Weaver’s father
back into her life. Weaver’s adult leader, Felicia Taylor, said she
has witnessed amazing changes this past year with the Weaver
family.
“Sierra’s dad carries a lot of guilt because of what happened,”
Taylor said. “He’s going to family counseling now, and I know it’s
an answer to our prayers. God is working in that family and you
can see it.”
Weaver isn’t the only student to discover a new identity in Christ
during this year’s Believe tour. Junior high students and adult
leaders from all over the country are raving about this year’s
theme “I AM” – most especially the focal point that each person
is created in God’s image as a masterpiece, and their identity
comes from who God says they are.
“Believe is a fantastic, junior high-specific event,” said Josh
Williford, student minister with Crestview Baptist Church in
Georgetown, Texas. “There’s nothing else like it. It’s specifically
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organized with junior high students in mind – the energy, the
transitions, the way things are explained and worked through
– it’s all geared toward middle schoolers and that’s fantastic.
The potential of students at this age is awesome, but it’s also
about their interest. When it comes to the Bible, the students
are genuinely interested to learn about God and what He has for
them.”
That crystal clear clarity of identity in Christ is ringing true for
junior highers who are at that focal point in their lives when
identity means everything. For many, the messages coming from
the Believe stage are not only motivational, but also convicting.
“I’ve been going way off what God wants me to do, so I prayed
with one of my teachers and got saved,” said Bailey Wilson, 13,
First Baptist Church Temple in Austin, Texas. “I was really upset
about what I had been doing, because I wanted to go back on a
path of what God wanted me to do. My faith means everything to
me. I want to make sure I do what God wants me to do. It means
I’ll never give up and take it seriously. Without my youth leaders
I’d be a total mess.”
That connection with the speakers and on-stage talent is one of
the things that adult leaders love the most about Believe.
“The people on the stage aren’t afraid to get crazy with students
and allow them to be crazy – which is something they’re not
always allowed to do,” said Dawson Harmon, also with First
Baptist Church Temple in Austin. “It’s a good release, but
they’re able to pull them back in to do some real teaching and
connection. We really jumped when they came out with the
theme of identity in Christ and seeing ourselves how God sees us
because we think that’s so important with junior high students.
We had nine students give their lives to Christ and five of those
students (came to Believe with us). We couldn’t think of anything
better for those students who just gave their lives to Christ than
to find out and hear how God sees them.”
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TOP: Jeff Walling illustrates a point from
his message by bringing a junior high student
to the stage. RIGHT: Seventh grade boys at
the Believe program in Tulsa, OK, write words
of identity onto dog tags as part of an
interactive experience. ABOVE: Students from
the same youth group help Jeff Walling show
the power of the Church.
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ASKING THE EXPERTS
CIY’s MOVE and MIX teams seek out wisdom from scholars and grandmas for summer programs
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hen you need sound advice or sage wisdom from
someone, it only makes sense to go to grandma.
And that’s exactly what CIY’s MOVE program has
done this summer with a video elective called
“Advice from a Grandma.”

think about my own great-grandma and the day she told us she
was a Riveter during World War II. She was building weapons,
and none of us grandkids had any idea because we had never
asked her about her own life. In that I realized how much I could
glean from her experiences.”

According to MOVE program administrator Kat Hope, the idea
was born out of a light-hearted conversation during a team
meeting discussing ways to revamp electives and move in a
direction of not just education, but also wisdom.

Hope said that the more the team dug into research about the
iGeneration, the more they found that these young people are
often more skeptical of advice from people closer to their age,
but they trust older generations. The result is a video with four
different grandmas being interviewed about their lives, what
they’ve learned along the way, how they’ve walked with Christ
consistently, and what struggles they’ve faced or moments
they’ve been pulled away from the Father.

“During the meeting someone joked, ‘Why don’t we have a
segment called ‘Advice from a Grandma?’” Hope said. “We
laughed, and then the more we thought about it the more we
realized it could be a tangible reality for students. I started to

Jon Kehrer, OCC professor of Old Testament (left) is interviewed by MIX Program Director Taylor Brown as part of this
summer’s “MIX Expert” video series.
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“It was an incredible experience,” Hope said. “There were several
moments when I was overwhelmed with their stories. They
each bring anywhere from 60-to-80 years of experience. They’re
talking about the details of their baptisms, or the significant
memories of joining the church. They’re talking about their
wedding days and their children and how they grew up and
the things that were different then compared to now. Our hope
is that there will be an immediate piece of familiarity for the
students. Sure, some of them won’t know their grandmas, but a
lot of them will have significant memories and experiences with
their grandmas. And in fact the grandmas we talked to had fond
memories of their own grandmas. Ultimately we’re hoping that
even someone who isn’t close to their grandma will still have that
experience of gaining wisdom from someone who has walked
through life before them.”
In similar ways, CIY’s MIX program – which caters to students in
sixth, seventh and eighth grades – will also utilize the wisdom of
a Bible expert. Ozark Christian College professor Jon Kehrer will
be featured in a video during each evening’s main session over
the course of the four-day program.
According to Taylor Brown, MIX director, Kehrer was a

no-brainer for this year’s expert role as he not only teaches Old
Testament on a daily basis, but he’s also a great communicator
and one of the most knowledgeable people in the world about
Elijah, who MIX will be studying this summer. Kehrer provided
guidance for the entire program-development process, Brown
said, and his passion for young people was so evident during that
process that Brown said it became evident they needed to use
him for the Expert videos.
“Our junior high audience needs a different communication
method than seven sermons a week every morning and night,”
Brown said. “We certainly see a lot of impact happen during
sermons, and students should sit through sermons and glean
from the Word, but over the course of four days, seven sermons
is a lot for a junior higher. These Expert videos were born out of
the question, ‘How can we teach the same scripture and truth
without having a 25-minute lecture?’ Our goal is to hold their
attention with God’s truth every moment of every program.
So ultimately our goal with these videos – coupled with other
things we’ll be doing live and a short-film we’re creating – is to
get students excited about these ancient stories from the Bible
in ways that will keep them on the edge of their seats and make
them realize they mean something to their lives.”

Gloria Garrett (left) and Glenda Martin are two of the four grandmas who will be featured in a video series this summer at
CIY’s MOVE program.
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BEAUTIFUL & BROKEN

God’s view of different cultures helps young people understand how to work alongside other people groups
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This is the second in a seven-part series that examines CIY Engage’s Seven Mission Principles, which are taught to every student who
joins Engage for an international mission trip. The principles are: Missions is a Lifestyle, Cultures are Beautiful and Broken, Observation
Before Interpretation, Church Matters, Do Things With not For People, God is Already Working, and Poverty is Everywhere.

I

’ll never forget my first visit to Rapha House. The
feeling you get when you walk into their facility can
be summarized with one word: Peace. That’s quite a
statement considering the chaos that devours you as you
navigate what seems like millions of motorists on the streets of
Cambodia just outside the walls of the safe home. It’s one of my
favorite places on earth, and it serves as the perfect backdrop for
Engage’s mission principle “Cultures are Beautiful and Broken.”
Rapha House exists to love, rescue and heal
victims of human trafficking and sexual
exploitation through aftercare for survivors,
prevention for the vulnerable and awareness
for all. Every day they come face-to-face
with the horrors of sex trafficking. Girls as
young as 7 come into their care to attempt to
overcome the trauma they have experienced
at the hands of people who seek to do them
harm. Sex trafficking leads to broken spirits,
minds and bodies. But in the midst of that
brokenness is beauty.
The inside of the walls of Rapha House reveal a vast network
of local Cambodian professionals who work tirelessly to bring
healing, purpose, restoration, fun and joy to the lives of the
precious young women in their care. They are fighting for the
beauty in the world, and the proof is everywhere you look.
Cambodia is a country at the center of the global epidemic of
women and girls being trafficked for the purposes of sexual
exploitation. The devaluation of women in Cambodia is
systemic. There’s even an ancient Cambodian proverb that
says men are like gold bars and women are like white linen –
meaning men can be wiped clean of their iniquities, but women
bear the stains of their sins forever. They are disposable.
It’s easy to look at the culture that would produce such a
mentality and label it as broken. But Cambodia is a country of

immense beauty, as well. And we can learn as much about God’s
character from their culture as we can from ours. God is worthy
of being respected, and He has a heart for welcoming people.
The attitudes of reverence and hospitality that are ubiquitous in
Cambodia testify to that in a way we don’t often see in America.
The truth is, there are good things and bad things about
Cambodia. It is beautiful and broken. There are good things and
bad things about every city and every culture
in every country all around the world.
Cultures aren’t all good or all bad. They are
good and bad, beautiful and broken. The
beautiful things imbedded in each culture
teach us about God, in whose image the
people that comprise it are created. The
broken things about each culture remind us
of the horrible effects of sin on the world in
which we live.
When I look at American culture, it’s easy
for me to see beauty. Aspects of God’s
character that I love and respect are evident
everywhere I look. American culture is truly made in the image
of God’s creativity, order and innovation. The patriots among us
are quick to look at those staples of our society and paint with
big, broad brush strokes that America is good. But there is also
brokenness. The political division and continued polarization of
different ideologies in our country represent a deep-rooted pride
and egocentrism that have come to define our interactions with
one another.
As Christians, we can look forward to a day when brokenness
will be no more – when God’s home will be among His people
and He will wipe every tear from our eyes. We can look forward
to the day when death, sorrow, crying and pain will be defeated.
But until then, we are called to live in the tension of beauty and
brokenness – to find the beauty in every culture, and to bring
light to the brokenness of every culture, as well.
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CIY coordinates and produces programs, events and trips for students in grades four through college throughout the U.S. and the world,
and develops resources that benefit the local church. CIY amplifies Christ’s call on students’ lives to be Kingdom workers. For more information, visit ciy.com.

A two-day interactive weekend event designed specifically for preteens (4-6 grades), engaging their growing minds and teaching them more about the Bible. ciy.com/superstart

CONTACT: Logan Sperry · logan.sperry@ciy.com
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Believe is a high-energy weekend event for Jr. high students only, packed with powerful worship and teaching from God’s Word. ciy.com/believe

CONTACT: Juan Fallas · juan.fallas@ciy.com
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Engage offers mission trips that train students to engage other cultures of the world for the Kingdom of God. ciy.com/engage

CONTACT: engage@ciy.com
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A five-day summer program for high school students to experience God, including daily devotions, dynamic worship, community discipleship and Biblical teaching. ciy.com/move

CONTACT: Joel Yates · joel.yates@ciy.com
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A four-day summer conference for middle school students (6-8 grades) designed to address the unique spiritual, cognitive and developmental needs of that age group. ciy.com/mix

CONTACT: Titus Weece · titus.weece@ciy.com
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